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	Logical Aspects of Computational Linguistics: 6th International Conference, LACL 2011, 9783642222207 (364222220X), Springer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 6th International Conference on
	Logical Aspects of Computational Linguistics 2011 (LACL 2011), held June 29-
	July 1, 2011 in Montpellier, France. The LACL conferences aim at providing a
	forum for the presentation and discussion of current research in all the formal
	and logical aspects of computational linguistics.


	The Program Committee selected 18 papers out of 31 submissions for presentation
	at LACL 2011. The topics they cover include type-theoretical grammars,
	dependency grammars, formal language theory, grammatical inference, minimalism,
	generation, lexical and formal semantics, by authors from Argentina, France,
	Germany, Japan, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, UK, and USA.


	In addition to the contributed talks, two invited talks were delivered by
	T. Fernando (Trinity College) and C. Gardent (LORIA/CNRS). The latter
	was a joint event with Traitement Automatique des Langues Naturelles 2011
	(TALN 2011), the international French-speaking conference on natural language
	processing.


	We are grateful to all the people who made this meeting possible and are
	responsible for its success: the members of the Program Committee and the
	external reviewers, the invited speakers, the contributors, and the people who
	were involved in organizing the conference.


	We would also like to express our gratitude to the following organizations
	for supporting LACL 2011: the Laboratoire d’Informatique, de Robotique et
	de Micro´electronique de Montpellier (LIRMM), the Universit´e de Montpellier 2
	(UM2), the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), the Association
	pour le Traitement Automatique des Langues (ATALA), the Institut National
	de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), the Universit´e
	de Provence, Orange, Syllabs, and the Laboratoire Parole et Langage (LPL).


	The reviewing for the conference and the preparation of the proceedings were
	greatly aided by the free EasyChair conference management system, and we wish
	to thank its developers.
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Critical Thinking: Tools for Taking Charge of Your Professional and Personal LifePrentice Hall, 2002

	Addresses all three key components of thinking: analysis, evaluation and re-thinking. Gives you the practical critical thinking skills you need to take control of your life, help you cope with virtually any situation--and be more successful in pursuing your ultimate dreams and values.


	You are what you think...

...


		

Pharmaceutical Process Scale-Up, Second Edition (Drugs and the Pharmaceutical Sciences)Informa Healthcare, 2005


	Scale-up is generally defined as the process of increasing batch size. Scale-up

	of a process can also be viewed as a procedure for applying the same process

	to different output volumes. There is a subtle difference between these two

	definitions: batch size enlargement does not always translate into a size

	increase of the...

		

The Complete IS-IS Routing ProtocolSpringer, 2004


	IS-IS has always been my favourite Interior Gateway Protocol. Its elegant simplicity, its

	well-structured data formats, its flexibility and easy extensibility are all appealing – IS-IS

	epitomizes link-state routing. Whether for this reason or others, IS-IS is the IGP of choice

	in some of the world’s largest networks....




	

JFC UnleashedSams Publishing, 1998
This programmer's tutorial helps the reader understand how to build client & server  applications utilizing all the features of the new Java Foundation Classes - Extensive use of code samples demonstrate how to put each feature to use - Spe  -Control the look & feel of Java applications using Suns Java Foundation Classes, the new standard...

		

MCSE Training Kit: Designing a Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000 Directory Services InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2001
Microsoft provides its software solutions with user's guides that give the most complete information for Microsoft applications. Documentation sets describe both advantages and some basic features along with answers to the most frequently asked questions.     

       A guide to preparing for the Microsoft Certified Professional Exam...

		

Programming WCF Services: Mastering WCF and the Azure AppFabric Service BusO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Programming WCF Services is the authoritative, bestselling guide to Microsoft's unified platform for developing modern service-oriented applications on Windows. Hailed as the definitive treatment of WCF, this book provides unique insight, rather than documentation, to help you learn the topics and skills you need for...
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